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(ABSTRACT)

This thesis is concemed with structure exploitation and the design of algorithms for solving
large·scale harvest scheduling problems. We discover that the harvest scheduling problem involving
area constraints possesses a network structure. In Model l·Form l, the network constraints form

ä a separable block diagonal structure, which permits one to solve for the decision variables belonging
to each individual area constraints as independent knapsack problems. In Model ll·Form 1, the
network constraints constitute a longest path problem, and a Longest Path Algorithm is developed

to solve this problem in closed form. The computational time for this scheme is greatly reduced
over that for the revised simplex method. The Dantzig·Wolfe algorithm is coded and tuned to solve
general Model ll problems, taking advantage of the Longest Path Algorithm in the subproblem
step, and using the revised simplex method to solve the master problems. Computational results
show that the algorithm solves problems to within one percent accuracy far more elliciently than
the revised simplex method using MPS lll. Both the CPU time and number of iterations for the
Dantzig·Wolfe algorithm are less than those for the MPS Ill, depending on the problem size.
Results also suggest that the Dantzig·Wolfe algorithm makes rapid advances in the initial iterations,
but has a slow convergence rate in the final iterations. A Primal·Dual Conjugate Subgradient Al-

' gorithm is also coded and tuned to solve general Model II problems. Results show that the com-
putational effort is greatly affected by the number of

U
side constraints. If the number of side

constraints is restricted, the Primal·Dual Conjugate Subgradient Algorithm can give a more efficient
algorithm for solving harvest scheduling problems. Overall, from a storage requirement viewpoint,
the Primal·Dua1 Conjugate‘Subgradient Algorithm is best, followed by the Dantzig·Wolfe aIgo·F
rithm and then the revised simplex method. From a computational elliciency viewpoint, if the



I

optimality criterion is suitably selected, the Dantzig·Wo1fe algorithm is best, provided that the
number of side constraints are not too many, followed by the revised simplex method and then the
Prima1·Dua1 Conjugate Subgradient Algorithm.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Tirnber harvest schcdules form the heart of forest management and timber supply. They prepare

harvest activity information of when, where, how, and how much timber should be cut and grown

to reach owner objectives. The onlyscheduling models available up to the 1960’s were simple

formulas and simulations, augmented by map overlaps and human experience. These approaches

and analytical methods proved inadequate for the practical scheduling tasks facing the US DA

Forest Service and the forest industry. _

With the advent of the computer, full·scale forest management planning finally became possible,

and one can now incorporate aspects of best management practices and alternative treatments. The

development of linear programming models not only perrnits the introduction of a wide range of

management practices characteristic of intensive management, but also opens up opportunities of

analysis in broaden aspects of the evolutionary transition from furictional to integrated land

management planning.
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L
Linear programming is a mathematical technique that allows decision makers to compare the

ability of alternative management strategies to meet stated goals within available resource

limitations. During the past decades, this technique has been used to optimize timber harvest and

investment on public and private forests. Computerized LP models have thus become popular not
because the models make decisions, but because they can facilitate better decisions by evaluating

several hundred thousand decision variables in a fraction of the time it would take to locate the best

combination of decision variables by hand.

The simplex method has been used to solve LP models. Very often, the forrnulation of timber

harvest scheduling problems is large and requires large storage capacity. lt is quite expensive to

perform numerous applications of these models to examine a large number of management

alternatives using the simplex method. For large·scale problems, the simplex method might not

be the best algorithm. So, the need for a more eflicient solution algorithm for solving large·scale

harvest scheduling problems becomes appealing.

Fortunately, many harvest scheduling problems almost always have special structure. By ·

developing specialized solution algorithms to take advantage of this structure, signilicant gains in

computational efliciency can be achieved. During the past decades, many classes of structured r
problems have been identilied and a great manyialgorithms have been developed for their solution.

In forest management, very little effort has been made to exploit possible special structure in
timber harvest scheduling problems, and to develop specialized solution algorithms to take

advantage of this structure. Once this approach is proved ellicient, the exploitation of special

structure and the development of specialized solution algorithms might be alternatives to the

sirnplex method or any other computerized solution techniques. g
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OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study are two·fold. First, to identify thestructure of general timber harvest

scheduling models. Second, to develop some specialized solution algorithms for solving these
models.

INTRODUCTION _ . 3
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Chapter II

FORMULATION OF HARVEST

SCHEDULING PROBLEMS

The forest·wide decision for harvest scheduling problems is how much timber to cut and when.

Decision variables are stnrctured to respond to the question: How many acres should be cut from

each cutting unit in each period? A cutting unit is defmed as a collection of acres from across the

forest which share similar biological, silvicultural, and economic attributes. There are several
‘ methods for creating cutting units. These at least include: (l) each currently existing stand can

constitute a cutting unit; and (2) cutting units can be created by consolidating geographically

contiguous stands which, after the initial harvest, are managed as one stand.

The development of a harvest schedule involves the assignment of a management regime to each

cutting unit. Each management rege delines a strategy involving a series of harvest,’silvicultural

practices that can be implemented during the planning period. So, a series of harvest activities

should be constructed, each activity representing an alternative sequence of clearcutting, commercial

thinning, and/or precommercial thinning, spanning many decades to the planning horizon.
U
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Clearcutting activity is the major harvest practice and has been considered in most forest

management studies (e.g. Clutter et al. 1983). Only clearcutting activity is considered in this study. V
If commercial thinning or precommercial thinning activity is considered, the number of possible

management regime will increase. Associated with each type of clearcutting activity are decision
variables, which keep track of acreage within cutting units. Generally, more constraints are added
to the model in addition to those needed to track acreage within cutting units. These constraints

-control the rate of change in timber volume harvested and budget available from period to period.

The objective function used is to maximize net present value or physical product, or to rninirnize

the production cost, according to the nature of the problems.

Johnson and Scheurman (1977) outline the generic structure of harvest scheduling problems,

labeling them 'Model I' and 'Model ll'. The primary difference in Model I and Model ll is in the

aggregation of cutting units through time. Model I maintains cutting unit identity and does not

allow cutting unit rnerging. Model Il can allow cutting units of like characteristics to be merged

together into one cutting unit, regardless of geographie location, cutting unit origin, etc. Thcrefore,

the formulation of harvest scheduling problems is classified as Model I and Model ll, according to

the definition of decision variables. In addition to area constraints, even-flow constraints and

non·declining harvest volume and cash flow constraints are respectively considered in this study.

Even·flow constraints restrict the periodic harvest volume at the same level over the planning

horizon. Consequently, the objective function is to maxirnize this amount of even·llow or to

maximize the minimum volume harvested over the periods. Non·declining harvest volume
constraints imply that the periodic harvest volume should be non·decreasing to meet t-he general

trend of stumpage demand.

FORMULATION OF HARVEST SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 5



MODEL I

In this approach, each cutting unit in the first period retains its integrity throughout the planning

periodj Each harvest activity represents a possible management regime for a particular cutting unit
(Table I). So the decision variable is defined as the area of one cutting unit assigned to some

A management regime. The objective function of this model is to maximize net present value or
timber harvest volume. The area constraints require the total acres assigned to the different

management regirnes for each cutting unit to equal the specified cutting unit acreage. First, only

area constraints are considered. Then even·f]ow constraints are added to the area constraints.

Finally, general constraints, including non·declining constraints, harvest area constraints, and/or
I

cash flow constraints, are considered and added to the models.

The variables used to define the Model I problem are as follows.

rr = the number of cutting units
m = the number of management regimes —
p = the number of cutting periods A
h = the even flow in each cutting period

. xu, = the acres of cutting unit i assigned to management regime k
clk = the contribution to the objective function per acre for decision variables xu,
bl = the acres contained in cutting unit i

vw, = the per-acre volume harvested from cutting unit i in period j if management regime k is used
rw, = the per-acre cash flow from cutting unit i in period j if management rcgime k is used

The formulation of Model I including area constraints is given below.

Model I·Form l:

Maximize ääc,,,x„, i
r-um

to äxll = bl i= I, „• JI
ku]

FORMULATION OF HARVEST SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 6



Table l. All possible management regimes of Model l with one cutting unit and six cutting periods.

Management regime Period number
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 C
2 C C
3 C C C
4 C C C
5 C C
6 C C C
7 C C
8 C C
9 C
10 C C
11 C C A C
12 C C
13 C C
14 C
15 C C
16 C C

A

17 C
18 C C

· 19 C
U

20 C
21

Note: C represents a clearcutting activity.
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Assuming that there is no constraint on the maximum age a cutting unit can achieve before harvest, l
and all existing cutting units are of merchantable age, Johnson and Scheurman (1977) indicate that
the number of decision variables can be estimated from the following formula:

Iam = ntäm + 1)

where n = the number of cutting units
l

p = the number of cutting periods
m = the number of management regirnes
ml = the number of possible management regimes with i periods left

When the number of cutting periods left is less than or equal to the minimum periods between
regeneration harvests, ml equals one. When the number of cutting periods left is greater than the

minimum periods, m, = ml_l + m,_l_, where L is the minimum periods between regeneration

harvests.

. This forrnula suggests that the number of decision variables depends on the number of cutting

units, the minimum periods between regeneration harvests, and the number of cutting periods.
Table 2 shows that the number of possible management regimes is increasing in a Fibonacci series

when the number of periods left increases. For example, a harvest scheduling problem with 20
cutting periods, 2 minimum periods between regeneration harvests, and 15 cutting units might have

265,665 decision variables and 15 area constraints.

The USDA Forest Service has been using a procedure called 'area·volume check' to calculate the

maximum sustainable harvest volume from existing cutting units over a planning horizon. This

procedure is equivalent to maximizing even·f1ow subject to area constraints. So the area·volume

check approach can be formulated as follows. ‘ _

L
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Table 2. Series ol' possible management regimes with 6 planning periods and 2 minimum periods
between regeneration harvests.

Period when first Number of periods Number of possible
harvest occurs left management regimes

6 l 1
5 2 l
4 3 ‘ 2
3 4 3
2 — 5 5
I 6 8

FORMULATION OF HARVEST SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 9



Model I·Form 2:

Maximize h

Subject to äx„, = b, != l, ,ni--

22%-x„„2h 1= 1.--·„v _l•Ih•l

::,,20 i=l,...,n k=l,...,m

The fonnulation of maximizing even·llow subject to area constraints might use equalities for all
of the volume constraints. However, it makes more sense to solve the lesser restricted problem of

maximizing the minimum volume harvested over the pcriods. So, inequalitics instead of equalities

are used here for the volume constraints. Further, we may wish to irnpose more constraints in

. addition to the area constraints, including non·dec1ining harvest volume constraints, harvest area
constraints, and/or cash How constraints. So the formulation of general Model I problems is given

as follows.

· Model I·Form 3: ’

M¤¤¤i¤üz¤ 2Z<=„x„„
l•lk•l

Subject to äaq, = b, i== l, ,n
1---

XXV-ynxsk S i= 1- iv - 1
l•lh¤l l¤lk¤l

XXV-ynxm S 2X'};+ux6a‘ j= I- -P"ll•lk•l iulbrl

FORMULATION OF HARVEST SCHEDULING PROBLEMS l0
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inclusion of these restrictions would add more constraints, but not decision variables, to the model.

Each of these restrictions increase the number of constraints by roughly the number of cutting

periods. Also, the inclusion of harvest volume and cash flow constraints complicates the model

structure. In Model I·Forrn l where only area constraints are imposed, these constraints form a
separable block diagonal structure, which permits one to solve the problem as a series of knapsack

problems. In Model I·Forrn 2 or 3, the volume constraints and/or cash flow constraints form

complicating side constraints which increase the solution difliculty of these problems.

MODEL II

In Model Il, each stand containing area in the first period forms a cutting unit until this area is

harvested and regenerated. When an area is harvested, it denotes the act of removing the trees on

this area. Regeneration means the act of replacing old trees removed with others of a new

generation. All area that is harvested and regenerated in each period forms a new cutting unit until

it is regeneration harvested. Regeneration harvestings are made with the two purposes of removing

the old trees and creating environmental conditions favorable for establishrnent of reproduction.

In general, we need four types of decision variables: (i) area of initial cutting unit i that is harvested

in cutting period j; (ii) area that is regenerated in cutting period j and harvested in cutting period

· k; (iii) area of initial cutting unit ithat is left uncut through the planning period; and (iv) area

regenerated in cutting period j that is left uncut through the planning period. Since the initial

cutting units do not retain their identity through the planning period, the initial cutting units are

referred to as the initial strata according to stand age, species, and growth conditions in existence

at the beginning of the planning period.

FORMULATION OF HARVEST SCHEDULING PROBLEMS ll
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The objective function is to maximize net present value or timber harvest volume. The
calculation of net present value or timber harvest volume includes the ending inventory in Model

II formulation but not in Model I. Two types of area constraints are needed to force the total acres

assigned to any cutting unit to equal the specified cutting unit acreage. The variables used in the

formulation of Model II are defined as follows.

m = the number of initial strata
p = the number of cutting periods
L = the minimum periods between regeneration harvests

yy = the acres of initial stratum i that are harvested in cutting period j
xjk = the acres regenerated in cutting period j and harvested in cutting period k
cu = the contribution to the objective function per acre for decision variables yu

cg}: = the contribution to the objective function per acre for decision variables gk
wj = the acres of initial stratum i that are left uncut through the planning period
qj = the acres regenerated in cutting period j and left uncut through the planning period
ß = the contribution to the objective function per acre for decision variables wj
rg = the contribution to the objective function per acre for decision variables qj
uv = the volume per acre harvested in cutting period j from stands belonging to initial stratum i
syk = the volume per acre harvested in period k from stands regenerated in period j
rv = the per-acre cash flow in cutting period j from stands belonging to initial stratum i
nk = the per·aere cash flow in period k from stands regenerated in period j

After harvest, we assume that the cutting units are converted into stands with the same species and

growth conditions. This assumption can be relaxed by expanding the dimension of each variable.

The formulation of Model II including area constraints is given below.

Model II·Form I: ‘

_ _ « r rl- n «• rM¤¤¤¤¤z¤ 22¤„y„+ 2 2 ¤6rx„+ 26wr+ 22,4,
luIj¤I j•l l·•j+L hl j¤l

Subject to X_V„ +w, = b, i= l, ,m
j•l
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P m ]'L
2 x/,+4/=§_y„+ 2x,/ j= 1,... ,p

k=-·j+L a=l i=l

y„20 i=1,...,m j=l,...,p

V x/,20 j=l,...,p-L k=j+L,...,p

w,20 i=l,...,m

4/20 j=l,...,p

Assuming that there is no constraint on the minimum age a cutting unit can achieve before

harvest, and that all existing cuttings are of merchantable age, Johnson and Scheurrnan (1977)

indicate that the number of decision variables for Model ll is:

— L + l - Lmp + + (m + p).

where m = the number of initial strata
p = the number of cutting periods
L = the minimum periods between regeneration harvests

The first term in this forrnula equals the number of possible harvest activities from all the possible

initial strata, since for each initial stratum, there are p possible harvest activities. The second term

equals the number of possible harvest activities from all the possible new cutting units that can be

harvested again during the planning horizon, since each new cutting unit has (p — L — i+ 1)
1

possible harvest activities if this cutting unit is created in the ith period. The last term equals the

number of possible harvest activities from the uncut units that exist at the start of the planning

horizon and are created during the planning horizon. Usually, the formulation of Model II needs

less decision variables and more area constraints than Model I. For example, a harvest scheduling

problem with 20 cutting periods, 2 minimum periods between regeneration harvests, and 15 cutting

units requires 506 decision variables and 35 area constraints.

l
FORMULATION OF HARVEST SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 13



Further, we may want to add even·llow harvest constraints to restrict the fluctuation in harvest

levels from period to period. So the formulation of Model II including even·llow constraints is

given as follows.

Model II·Form 2:

Maximize h

Subject to é_y,, + w, = b, i= 1, ,m1-1
i

P nu I"-
Z x,,,+q,=X_y„+ Zxu j= l,... ,p

k¤j+L l•I lan]

nv ]*l· .
I

guy., + ÄVAÄ1; 2 h 1 =1.y,,z0

i=l,...,m j=l,...,p
x,„z0 j=l,...,p-L k=j+L,...,p

w,z0 i=l,...,m

ql 2 0 = I, ,p

Inequalities instead of equalities are used for the volume constraints for the reason mentioned
above. In the formulation of general harvest scheduling problems, we may impose restrictions like
harvest volume constraints, harvest area constraints, and/or cash flow constraints. In this case,
inclusion of these restrictions would increase the number of constraints, but add no more decision
variables, to the model. However, the model structure becomes more complicated with additional
side constraints, since as we show later, the area constraints possess a network structure. The

formulation of general Model II problems is given below. _Model II·Form 3: ,
FORMULATION OF HARVEST SCHEDULING PROBLEMS I4
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_
·

nv P !*L P nv lM¤¤¤¤¤z¤ 22¢6,y„ + E E ¤4„x„ + 2£w6+ .2112,4,6:1;:1 1:1 1:;+1. 6:1 6 1:1

_ »
Subject to Ey,] + w, = b, i= l, ,m

j•l

P nv ]‘l·
·E x1k+‘]1=zY1;+ Xxq ]= l•·•· •P

h•j+L hl hl

_ nv /"L nv ]*‘“L
.;VuV11+ äulj+lylj+l + E

v„„¤<1„1 1= 1„„p— 1

nv ]"L nv /"‘L
-Enm, + §—¢„,x6., S @,+611,+1 + E

—=„,„x„„„ 1 = 1. •p — 1

y„20 i=l,...,mj=l,...,pw,20

i=l,...,m

qj 2 0 j = l, ,p
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Chapter III 7

LITERATURE REVIEW

Forest management planning and timber supply have been studicd by operations research

analysts for quite some time. Most recent developments of harvest scheduling problems can be

found in Bare et al. (1984) and lverson and Alston (1986). A majority of these studies concerning
timber harvest scheduling problems have relied heavily on linear programming models.

Two different model forrnulations have been adopted for outlining the general structure of the

harvest scheduling problems. Both problem types reflect common ways to view the scheduling
problem in industrial and public forest management. Johnson and Scheurman (1977) outline these
generic structures, labeling them 'Model 1' and 'Model ll'. The key to understanding the
distinction between them is found in the definition of decision variables. ln Model 1, decision
variables trace harvest activities from the existing stand through several harvests on future
regenerated stands. The Timber Resource Allocation Model (Timber RAM) developed by the

USDA Forest Service (Navon 1971) and MAX·M1LLION developed at the University of Georgia

in collaboration with a number of industrial cooperations (Clutter 1968, Ware and Clutter 1971)

represent the application of linear programming to solve the Model I formulation.LITERATURE REVIEW . 16
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In contrast, Model II is typilied by a separation of decision variables. One set of decision
variables traces harvest activities on the existing cutting units. A separate set of decision variables

traces actions on the tirnberland during the conversion of the subsequent cutting units. Each time
a cutting unit is reestablished, it is traced with a new set of decision variables. Constraints link the
two sets of decision variables and ensure that acres are properly tracked in an accounting sense.

The Multiple Use Sustained Yield Calculation (MUSYC) developed by Johnson et al (1979), and
the Forest Planning Model (FORPLAN) version l (Johnson et al. l986a) and version 2 (Johnson

et al. 1986b) belong to this type of formulation. ~

Johnson (1977) points out that the problem size for Model l is especially sensitive to minimum

periods between regeneration harvests, and that the problem size_ for Model ll is especially sensitive

to the number of acreage grouping at each cutting period that must be maintained for future cutting

units within each species·site. Which model is more computationally efficient in a given problem
depends, among other things, on the user’s preference relative to these two key parameters. In most
cases, the Model 1 formulation has the advantage of preserving the location of the cutting units.
This geatly facilitates translating the LP solution into operational plans and eventually into
management decisions. But some harvest scheduling problems can be handled with greater
computational efliciency through a Model II formulation.

The application of rnathernatical programming to harvest scheduling problems has surfaced
problems related to solving large·scale linear programming models, a process that has proved to
be costly using the simplex method. Over the past decades, very little effort has been directed in
developing altemative techniques for solving large·scale harvest scheduling problems. One initial

etfort was made by Liittschwager and Tcheng (1967). They formulated and solved a forest
n

scheduling problem using a linear programming decomposition method. Results showed that their
decomposition approach gained little over the sirnplex method because a very large number of
columns might induce the occurrence of dual degeneracy. The objective function value increases

rapidly during early iterates, but convergence becomes slower as the computations progress.

LITERATURE REVIEW I7
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Recently, Berck and Bible (1984) used the Dantzig·Wolfe (1960) decomposition method to solve

a large·scale Model lI·Forrn 2 harvest scheduling problem. They decomposed the original problem

into a master problem with many subproblems according to the number of species, for each of

which they had area constraints. The subproblems were solved using a simple, recursive routine.
Results show that this price·directive decomposition technique rcduces the computational burden

in terms of time and computer storage, as compared with the simplex method.

lloganson and Rose (1984) develop a simulation approach similar to the dual decomposition

method to solving a Model l problem. ln their approach, the primal problem is to minimize

production cost subject to area constraints and production output level constraints. The

corresponding dual problem is solved assuming that the value of dual variables associated with the

output level constraints is known. The major steps of their approach are as follows.

gg. Estirnate the dual variable values associated with the output level constraints.

S12. Solve the dual problem for the dual variable values associated with the area constraints.

SER}. Solve the primal problem by using the complementary slackness conditions.SEE. Test for primal feasibility by checking the output level constraints. _
SEL;. Update the dual variable values associated with the output level constraints if primal

feasibility is not satisiied, and return to Step 2.

ln Step 5, three procedures are developed to adjust the dual variable values or the marginal cost

associated with each output level constraints. These three procedures are float, shape, and smooth
procedures. The float procedure moves the entire marginal cost curve up or down, the shape

procedure changes the shape of the marginal cost curve, and the smooth procedure adjusts the slope

of the marginal cost curve. Results show that this approach uses only 3,224 dual variables instead

of 43 thousand decision variables in solving one large·scale problem. The storage requirement is

less and the computational time —is reduced dramatically.

LITERATURE REVTEW
1
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Theoretically, Berck and Bible’s method and Hoganson and Rose’s method are primal·dual

strategies in that a dual solution is estirnated and then a primal solution is derived from the given

dual solution. The difference between Berck and Bible’s method and Hoganson and Rose’s method

lies in the way the dual solutions are generated. In Berck and Bible’s method, the original Model

II·Forrn 2 problem is decomposed into a master problem and many subproblems. For each

subproblem, a new variable is defined and the dual solution is obtained using the

Karush·Kuhn·Tucker conditions. For the master problem, the shadow prices are derived and are

used to update the coefficients of the objective function for each subproblem. In Hoganson and

Rose’s method, which is applied to a minirnization type of the Model I·Form 2 problem, a group

of key dual variables are assumed to be known and the rernaining dual variables are solved for in

terms of these key dual variables. Then some simulation steps are proposed to adjust the values

of these key dual variables in order to determine improving solutions. The solution obtained is

dual·feasib1e but prirnal·infeasible. Also, the solution depends on the adjustment steps used.

Hoganson and Rose’s method is applied only to a rninirnization type of the Model I problem. The

results from Berck and Bible’s and Hoganson and Rose’s research reveal that the decomposition

strategy might provide an efficient algorithm for solving general large·scale harvest scheduling

problems.

Sen and Sherali (1986) develop a primal·dual subgradient algorithrn for preferably decomposable,
I

generally nondifferentiable, convex programming problems. This algorithm employs a Lagrangian

dual function with a suitable penalty function to generate a sequence of primal and dual iterates.

The steps for this generic algorithm are as follows.

Select an initial pair of primal and dual iterates.

&p2. Compute the Lagrangian dual and penalty functions at the given pair of primal and dual

iterates.

SEL}. If the values from the Lagrangian and penalty functions are identical, terminate.

LITERATURE REVIEW 19



Compute subgradients of the Lagrangian and penalty functions at the given pair of primal
and dual iterate.

Step;. Check the optimality conditions for either the primal or dual iterate.
geg. Compute the step length.

§t_gp_7. Update the primal and dual iterates, and retum to Step 2.

ln this algorithm, the initial pair of primal and dual iterates are arbitrarily chosen. If we can

carefully choose some initial pair of primal and dual iterates, the number of iterates to reach

optimality might be reduced. Also, the step length choice is important for improving the

computational efiiciency, and depends on the selection of the penalty function and its parameters.

This algorithm can be used to eliiciently solve the quadratic objective function of Model 1 and II
problems when the timber price is a function of the quantity offered (Johnson and Scheurman

1977).

Lasdon (1970) suggests that large·scale problems almost always have special structures. In
mathematical programming, size is determined by the number of variables, the number and
complexity of constraints, and the complexity of the objective function. What '1arge' means

depends on the capabilities of overall solution algorithms. Fortunately, many harvest scheduling

LP models can be manipulated to display blocks along the main diagonal in addition to a few

coupling constraints. Exploitation of such special structures via the development of specialized ’

solution algorithms makes it possible to improve the computational efficiency for solving general
harvest scheduling models.
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Chapter IV

STRUCTURE EXPLOITATION

The harvest scheduling models presented above have a large number of decision variables but few

constraints. The area constraints appearing in either Model l or Model Il exhibit special structure.

In Model I, the area constraints form a network flow structure or a separable block diagonal

structure, which perrnits one to solve for the decision variables belonging to each individual area

constraint independently as a knapsack problem. Ilcnce, if only area constraints appear in the

formulation of Model I, this problem can be solved by separately maximizing over individualcutting units. U
In Model II, we exhibit below that the area constraints possess a network flow structure. In this

case, the nodes represent the initial cutting units and the periods, and the arcs represent cutting

activities. Berck and Bible (1984) do not recognize this structure but they do prescribe an eflicient

solution procedure for this problem, using the Karush·Kuhn·Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions.

The network formulation of the Model II problem becomes evident by adding a new constraint that

is the negative of the sum of the other constraints. This fonnulation of Model Il is given below.
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M r n—L r M rNFP= M¤>¤¤¤z= 2E¤.w„ + 2 2 <41¤11 + 261+1 + 212,411:11:1 1:1 *=j‘·L 1:1 1:1

Subject to éyu + w, = b, i = l, ,m
1:1

I nv I"-
·j= l,...,p

k¤j+L i•l Iul

rn P an
"° 21+1- 241 = ' Eb:

lll jll I¤l

y,jz0 i=l,...,m j=l,...,p

.:,,,20 j=l,...,p—L k=j+L,...,p

W! IOC

O = l, ,p

Consider the constraint matrix associated with NFP. Each row of this matrix corresponds to a
node of the network, and each column to an arc. Each column of this matrix contains exactly two

nonzero coefficients: a '+ l' and a '·l'. The column associated with arc (i,j) contains a "+ l' in

row i, a '·l' in row j, and zeros elsewhere. This constraint matrix is called the node·arc incidcnce

matrix for the graph. The graph for this network is shown in Figure l.

The solution to this network formulation becomes evident when one examines the corresponding

dual problem to the original Model ll problem without the redundant constraint. This dual is given
as follows.

NFD:I•l

Subject to ¢>,z cü +yj i= l, ,m j= l, ,p

y,2c§,,+y, j=l,...p·-—L k=j+L,...,p
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_ ¢»,2ß i=l,...,m

7,2.2, .i= l•·-- „P

¢>, unrestricted i= 1, ,m

yl unrestricted j= 1,... ,p

Since minimizing äb,¢, requires the minimum ¢>,, i= 1 m, the solution to the dual problem
i=l

NFD can be obtained using the following rules:

[1] for j=p-L+ 1,...,0

[2] y] = maxgmapt (aß, + y,,), g} for j = p — L, ,1 (inductively)¤j• .}

[3] 4:, = max{ m:.1x(c„ + y,),ß} for i= 1 m
J' ··~P

Also, the complementary slackness conditions are given as follows.

[4] y„(¢,-c„—y,)=0 for i= 1,... ,m and j= 1,... ,p
L

[5] :g,(y/-4,-y,,)=0 for j= 1,... ,p—L and k=j+L,... ,p

[6] w,(¢,-j) = 0 for i= l, ,m

[7] %(y,-&)=0 for j=1,...,p

Longest Path Algorithm (LPA)

Following the primal problem, the dual problem and the complementary slackness conditions,

a generic statement of the algorithm for network constraints is presented below.

Step 1 (Determination of Dual Solution).
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(i)Forj=p—L+l,...,p,letyl=&
L

(ii) For j = p — L, , l (inductivcly), let yl = I‘I12·1X{*$1L7k·'(Cé, + y,), gl}

(iii) For i= l, ,m, let de, = max{ yl),jf}

SEH} (Dcterrnination of Primal Solution).

(i) For i= l, ,m, if¢,=ß,

then w,= b, andy,l = 0, forj= l, ,p.
Otherwise, if ¢, = ql + yl yl},

thenyll= bl and w,= 0,y,l= 0, forj= l, ,p andjaéj.

(ii) Forj= l,...,p, ifyl=&,
then ql = iyu +

jäxu
and xl, = 0, for k =j + L, ,p.

Otherwise, yl
y;thenand ¢g=0,xl,=0, fork=j+L,...,pand kaék.

The recursive Algorithm LPA constructs an optimal pair of primal and dual

solutions for Problem NFP.

PROOF. From the network graph in Figure l, ¢,, i= l, , m, are the dual variables for the nodes

associated with the initial strata and yl,j = l, ,p, are the dual variables for the nodes associated

with the cutting periods.
Assume that a solution (y', x', w', q', y', ¢•°) is directly obtained from Step l and Step 2. For

L

some initial stratum i, if ¢{ =/Q, then the stratum is left uncut through the planning horizon and so
wf = b, and y,} = 0,j = l, ,0. Otherwise, if ¢>} = cue + yl =ugrarr’{c,l + yl}, then the corresponding

decision variable yu = b, and the remaining decision variables, yj,j ab , and w,° for this node i are
I

taken as zeros. Hence primal feasibility with respect to the first primal constraint and
y 2 0, w 2 0, and complernentary slackness with respective to the first and second dual constraints

are satisiied.
For the cutting periods j,j = l, , p, if yl = gl , then ql? = + and

Jg} = 0, k =j + L, ,p. Otherwise, if yl = cg; + y; i¤rr1Ia1t4{¢1l,, + y,},-then sg} = + and the
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remaining decision variables, xl}, k ab k- are taken as zeros. Again primal feasibility with respect to
the second primal constraint and x 2 0, q Z 0 , and complementary slackness with respect to the
third and fourth dual constraints are satisfied. A

Therefore, (y', x', w', q') solves the primal problem and (y', ¢>') solves the dual problem since

these solutions satisfy primal and dual feasibilities and the complementary slackness conditions.

(Q.E.D.)

This algorithm essentially finds the longest path from each node i= 1, , m to the dummy node.
The quantities ¢>,, , ¢,„ are the values of these longest paths from the nodes i= I, , m,
respectively, and the values y,, , yl are the corresponding longest paths from the nodes

j = l, , p respectively, to the dummy node. Since the network has a special structure, the above

algorithm readily determines these paths, irrespective of the sign on the cost coefficients in the
T

primal problem. Hence, this closed form solution becomes useful even in the context of
decomposition/price directive procedures. Also, this algorithm and the solution to the network
formulation can be used to verify Berck and Bible’s (1984) solution.

ln Form 2 of Model l or Model ll, the area constraints are specially structure as seen above,
° while the even·flow constraints can be regarded as complicating coupling constraints. The number

of these even·flow constraints equals the number of cutting penods and are typically small. ln this
case, the Dantzig·Wolfe (1960) decomposition approach can be applied to take advantage of the

structure of the area constraints, as suggested by Berck and Bible (1984).

In Form 3 of Model l or Model ll, the structure is similar to the even·flow problem, but has an

additional number of constraints, including non·declining harvest flow constraints, harvest area
constraints, and/or cash flow constraints. In this case, as with Form 2, the constraints other than
the area constraints can be treated as complicating side constraints. For example, the

Dantzig·Wolfe decomposition method can be applied. Alternatively, since the Form 3 formulation

might have a great number of side constraints other than area constraints, the primal-dual conjugate
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subgradient method following Sen and Sherali (1986) and Sherali and Ulular (1988) may be used.
Here, a Lagrangian dual function and a penalty function are first constructed. Then, given some

initial pair of primal and dual iterates, the values for the Lagrangian dual function and the penalty
function are calculated. lf these two values are identical, then optimality is reached. Otherwise,

subgradients of the Lagrangian dual function and the penalty function are calculated, a conjugate
subgradient based direction is determined, the step length is estimated, and the pair of primal and
dual iterates is accordingly updated by taking the corresponding step length and performing a
suitable projection.
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Chapter V

DESIGN OF SPECIALIZED ALGORITHMS

When only area constraints are included in Model I or Model II of harvest scheduling problems,

the formulation exhibits a special structure. In Form 1 of Model I, the area constraints form a
· separable block diagonal structure, and the problem can be solved via trivial separable knapsack

problems. In Form l of Model II, the area constraints possess a network structure, which allows

one to solve this problem via a networlobased method.

' When the even-flow conshraints are imposed, Form 2 of Model I and Model I I can be efficiently

solved via the Dantzig·Wolfe decomposition method, taking advantage of the special structure in

the area constraints. When more constraints are considered, Form 3 of Model I and Model II

becomes complicated and some other solution algorithm might be better to solve these problems.

Because of the complexity in terms of the columns in Model I, this study proposes to examine only

the Model II formulations. Also, it is of more interest to study the general Model II foxmulation,

rather than only the even·llow constraint variation. So the main part of research is to study the

following two competitive algorithms for Model ll problems, namely, (i) the Dantzig-Wolfe

algorithm and (2) the Pr·imal·Dual Conjugate Subgradient Algorithm. We remark here that Berck
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and Bible (1984) only present results on an example of Model lI·Form 2 solution via the
Dantzig·Wolfe algorithm, and do not study in detail the computational behavior of the

Dantzig·Wolfe algorithm for this class of problems.

At the final stage of this study, the computational effort will be compared with that for the
ordinary simplex method, using several different test problems of Model lI·Form 3.

Dantzig-Wolfe Algorithm

The Dantzig·Wolfe algorithm is a price directive approach, in which a direction for modifying the
Lagrangian multipliers associated with the complicating coupling constraints is found, and then a
suitable step length is taken along this direction. For Model lI·Form 3, the primal problem is given
as follows.

_ _ in r r-L P 1• rP= M=¤¤mw= 22¤.,v„+ 2 2 ¤L„x„ + 26w,+ 2.2,4,
InU-! j•I l•j+L l•I }•I

Subject to
é“_yU

+ w, = b, i= l, ,m
/•l

P nn I"- .
int hl

„ }—L }+I-L •2(¤.„v„ · ¤„.„y„.i) + 2v„¤„ - 2 v„.m.,.i S 0 1 = L „p — 1
1-1 hl hl

~ „ 1-1. j+I-·L _
2(nm, - n„w„„) + 2—•„¤„ - 2 ¤„,„x„.„ S 0 1 = L 1
I•I hl II]

yUz0 i= 1,...,m j= l,...p

::,,20 j= l,...,p-L k=j+L,...,p
W, 2 O i = I, Jh
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qj.20 j= l,...,p

As shown above, the first two groups of area constraints have a special network structure, and the
remaining volume and cash How constraints censtitute complicating side constraints. The regen
dCf•I1'ICd by the area constraints is denoted as X below.

0 _ 0 1••/-1-X
= {(y,x,w,q);§}y„ + w, = b, := l, ,m,

k ZI-xj,, + ab —- ;;y„ — 2::,/ = 0 J = I, ,p,(y,x,w,q) 2 0}
u ¤}+ • IS

It car1 be shown that X is a non·empty, bounded polyhedron, since the decision variables are

bounded through the area constraints and it is fcasible to leave all the initial strata uncut through
the planning horizon. By the inner linearization manipulation, any element of X can be written
as

6(y„x.w.q) = I§l,(y,x.w,q)'

6
where Z}., = l

Inl
1 2 0

and where (y,x,w,q)‘,(_y,x,w,q)', ,(y,x,w,q)‘ are the extreme points of X.

The master problem, which is equivalent to the orignal problem, is defined as

_ _ z «• 0 0·l- 0 1« 0
MP: Maxumze §).,[Z_$_jc,_y{J + Z Z ¢§,x},, + Z‘jw{+ ZgqjjI•I 1-u-i j•It•j+L 1-t J-1

_ E nv I'}- · I+!·l· •Svbiwt ¤¤ 2l1[2(¤„1{, — ¤„„yl,„) + Zwd, - E v„+1x£,+„] S 0 1 = L .0 — 1
1-1 hl hl 1-i

E nn PL ]*l"L __
Üj+Iyfj+I) + Eskßxfj ' stj+IxIi}+I] S 0 J = lv vp ' 1

· 1:
11-i
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1,20 I=l,...,E

This master problem, which can be solved by the simplex method, has fewer constraints but

many more decision variables than the original problem. The master problem becomes formidable

when we introduce all possible extreme points as the decision variables. So a restriction strategy

is adopted, which restricts the number of explicitly generated extreme points. That is, restricting

A, = 0 for I2 k + l, the restricted master problem (RMP) is as follows.

_ _ _ A 1- A A-L A ll A
RMP(k): z = Maximize Z„l,[ZZc„y,Q + Z Z cßptj, + E/{wi + Zgjey]

Isl lll/l] jl] hj‘fL Ill [ll

_ A 1- 1-L 1+l-L _$¤b1¢<=¢ ¢¤ S 0 ·1 = L .¤ — 1

I nn
E :1,.1xt,.1] S 0 1 = L „p — 1

1-1 hl A-1 A-1

A
I

1-1

1,2 O I=l,It

follows that E is a lower bound for the original problem, and if (E, E) solves RMP, then ~

(jw', 2,17, Fi) = i(y,x,w,q)Ö.-, is feasible to the original problem. For each nonbasic variable, the
1-1

conesponding 'reduced cost' should be less than or equal to zero if optimality is reached. That is,

for l= 1, , E

1•• P P'l· P n P P'!- 1•• ]'l- ]*l“l·
ZEW; + Z E ¢41¤<}1 + UW! + Em}- 2¤,[E(¤1,1·L— **11+1}%+1)+ XV.,-ri, — Ehl j¤l 1-1 hl A-1 A=1

j°*L‘

'° ’i}+1}’i}+1) + XJAFI; ' Z sIj+lxIj+l] “ "0 S 0j•l hl I¤l I=I
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where E = the dual variable associated with the first group of constraints
Ä- = the dual variable associated with the second group of constraints

°1?,, = the dual variable associated with the last constraint

The strategy is to find the nonbasic variable with the most positive value above so that we can

generate a new extreme point, if necessary. The subproblem, which generates this new extreme

point, is given as follows.

_ _ _ _ _ _ « r n-L r «• rSPG, 41, 1:,,): zs, = -— 1:,, Zjgjqj
IU U U Uj* IU jä

p-I- n j·L j•l-L

lzävnßny ' I; Vnprxapi]

f•L Q
j·L·

/+l*L

" /;¢,[§(’})’q ' Ü;+r}’•;+r) + Äszqxny " Ä ·‘A,•rx1«;+r]

Subject to (y,x,w,q) 6 X

lf ES, 5 0, then optimality is reached. Otherwise, suppose that (ß,
.€,

rv, Q) is one of the extreme

points in X which solves this subproblem with Es, > 0. Then the column corrcsponding to

(j, 52, vi', Q) is added to RMP, and the procedure retums to solve the RMP for updating the dual
L

variables (E, E, '1F,,). The main steps for the Dantzig·Wolfe algorithm are then given below.

. Set k = 1 and (y,x,w,q) = (0,0,b,0) as an initial extreme point, since (0,0,b,O) is

feasible to X .

Step I . Formulate and solve RMP, and generate the corresponding dual solution (F, F,) .. The

objective value E of RMP is an incumbent lower bound LB on the problem.
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Step 2 . Solve the subproblem SPG, $1,) using algorithm LPA. The value (ES, + E) is an upper
bound on the problem. Update the incumbent upper bound UB if this value is smaller.

Step 3 . If (UB · LB) 5 6, stop; e — optimality is reached. Otherwise, set k = k + l and retum to

Step l.

Primal·Dual Conjugate Subgradient Algorithm

The primal·dual conjugate subgradient algorithm coordinates a Lagrangian dual function and a
primal penalty function to generate a sequence of primal and dual iterates. In order to formulate
the Lagrangian dual, define

Z = (y.x.w.q)

an P P"- P n P i

F°z= ZZcuYu+ 2 E ¢Axjk+ Uw1+ 28,4,
I-U-I j-I A-j+L I-! j-I

·
i=l••••'m

j-!

_ P n ]"L
·

’ · /
B,•Z= Z —m+q,-21,,- Xx, 1= L--.pk-}+l. i-! I-!

g

/"LG,
• Z = 2(¤„,1·„ - 14,+0*1,+i)+ Ev.,-v1, - E v„,.m,., 1 = L 11 — 1

1-1 hl A-I

„, ,-1. 1+1-1. •fb • Z = 2(n,1„ — n,.w,,„) + 2Z„¤¤„, - 2 Z„,.m,., 1 = L „p — 11-i 1-1 1-1

Z={z:A,•z=b, i= l,...,m, @•z=0 j= 1,... ,p, 220}

R = (6• Ü)
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where F• 2 is the objective function to be maximized; A, • 2 = b, for i= l, , m are the first group

of constraints; B, • 2 = 0 forj = 1, ,p are the second group of constraints;

_ G,•2$ 0 forj= 1, ,p- l are the third group ofconstraints; H,•z$ 0 forj= 1, ,p- l are the

fourth group of constraints; Z is the set of network-structured constraints;

6, 2 0 for j = l, ,p - l are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the third group ofconstraints;

and rg, 2 0 forj = l, ,p - l are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the fourth group of
constraints. Also, let A, B, G, and H denote matrices with respective rows A, for i= I, ,m,

B, forj= I, ,p, G, forj= l, ,p- l, and H, forj= l, ,p—- l. The Lagrangian dual problem

can be defined as follows.

LQ: Minimize{L(1r):1r = (6, rp) 2 0}

where the Lagrangian dual function is given by
V

L(n)=Maximum{F•2—6G•2—ql{•2:26Z} _

Note that L(n) can be evaluated via the closed·forrn algorithm LPA. Also, a formula for a

subgradient 5 of L( •) at any er = 1:* 2 0 is given below. lf 2* 6 Z solves for L(rr"), then

€*==(lGI•ä’•••,1G'_‘•f,;Hl•ä’•••·__H'_l•z*)

Dual Descent Procedure (DDP) -

A conjugate subgradient algorithm is first used to solve the Lagrangian dual function using

Sherali and Ulular’s (1988) block·halving method and average direction strategy. The major steps

for this conjugate subgradient algorithm are given as follows.
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. Put iteration counter k = l, 1:* = (6*,1;*) = 0, and LB = F• (0,0,b,0) = ä/fb,. Note
1=l

that LB is a lower bound on the optimal solution and (0,0,b,0) is primal fcasiblc as suggested by
Berck and Bible (1984). Compute L(1:*) using algorithm LPA and a subgradient { of L( •) at
TI = n*. Set the incumbent v' = L(1:*), 1r° = 1:*, {' = {*. lf E max*{0, — {f} < 1:, stop. Select

I

parameters, N = 200, 7 = 5, ß = 2. Put the consecutive failure counter t= 0.

Step 1 . Ifk =,•'= l, 75, or 150, go to Step 2. Otherwise, put t= 0,1:* = If., {* = {°, and compute_
' —LB — -1, = Set d" = — {* = — {°, replace ß by ß/2 and go to Step 5. l

Step 2 . Compute L(1:*) by algorithm LPA and a subgradient {* of L( •) at 71.** . lf
[ Z max*{O, — {}} + Z ({})*] < e, then stop with fl} as (near) optimal. If L(1:*) < v', put
Inf •0 Inf >0

v' = L(1:*), 1:° = 1:*, {° = {*, t= 0 and go to Step 4. Else, proceed to Step 3.

1Step 3 . Replace tby t+ l. Ift<7, go to Step 4. Otherwise, put t= 0,1, =§-,
71.** = 1:°, f* = ~f°,d* = — f° and go to Step S.

, , ||¢"|| ,_Step 4. Put 1, = 1,,,, d = -{ +md, *. Proceed to Step 5.

Step 5 . Compute 1r}** = max{0, 1:} + 1,¢L*} for all i and d} = (7l’*•* — TTS) = actual direction of

motion. lncrement k by one. lf k > N, stop. Else, retum to Step 1.

Prbnal Pcnalty Function Maximization .

‘ Given TI'. =(6°,1f) as found via the above procedure DDP, a primal penalty function is now

maximized in order to determine a primal solution. Consider the problem

L(1:') = Maximum{F• z - 6°G • z — 1fH • z : z 6 Z}. Using algorithm LPA, let*z° 6 Z solve this
problem, and let df, y' be the optimal dual multipliers associated with the area constraints in Z.
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Note that if z' is feasible to constraint sets 3 and 4, then z' is optimal; stop. Else, consider the

following problem: n

P: Maximize F• 2

Subject to A • 2= b

B • Z = Ü

G • Z S Ü

H • Z S Ü

2 2 0

The dual problem to P is

D: Minimize b'¢
l

Subject to A'¢ + B'7 + G'6 + II'?] 2 F
¢-, 7 unxestricted _

6, 11 2 0

In expanded form, this problem is given below.
e

D; Minimize $31-,4-,l
ill

Subject to 4-, - 7, — 11,,6,,, + 11,,6, — -3,-1,,, + -;,-1, 2 c,, for i= 1, , m,j = 1, ,p

77 " yl ' V;161-1 + wtök ” $71*11-1 + 81*11 Z 41 fm]: I- P " L- k =j + L- -P
11-,2]] fori= 1,...,m
7,2,5 forj== 1,... ,p

¢>, uurestricted for i= 1, , m

7, unrestricted forj= 1,,p

6,20-1,20

forj=1,...,p·-l
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Note that the vector (¢>°, y', ö', :;°) is the prescribed dual solution to this problem. The

complcmentary slackness conditions with respect to this solution are given below.

,„ j-L j+l—Lö}[§(m,v„ — ¤„,.m,.„) + Ävtm, —
Ä v„,.„x„,„] = 0 f¤r1 = L „¤ - 1

g j°L j+l—L

•:}[;(n,y„ — n,.„y„,.„) + Ästßt, —
E :.,.,:6,..1 = 0 f¤rj = L „p — 1

y,,[¢} — yj — u,,6}, + 11,,6} — 5,:;},+ 5,:;} - 6,,] = 0 for i= l, , m, j= l, ,p

x,,,[y] — yf, - v,,,6,]_, + v,,6,] — s,,:;§_, + $,,31;- aß,] = 0 forj = l, ,p — L, k =j + L, ,p

w,[¢>}—ß]=0 fori= l,...,m

¢b[y}—g,]=0 forj= l,... ,p

Hence, we only need to lind a feasible solution to P which satisfies the above complementary

slackness conditions in order to get an optimal prima] solution, given that (¢:°, y', ö', :;°) is dual

optimal. However, since (¢°, y', ö', :;°) may only be a near optimal dual feasible solution, we use

a tolerance 6 > 0 to partially enforce the complementary slackness relationships as noted below.

[8] For i= 1, ,m,j= l, ,p, if ei:} — y] — :1,,6}, + u„6j — 5,:;},+ 5,:;} — c,,z 6,

then set y„ = 0 and let this (ij) 6 J,.

[9] Fvrf = L „p — L, k =j+ L, ,p, if vj — vi —v„ö2-i + *9:.62 — ami-; + —=;m2·— 4: 2 ¤„

then set x,,, = 0 and let this (j,k) 6 J,.

[IO] For i= l,...,m, if 4:}-ßz6 , then set w,=0and let this i6J,.
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I
[l1]Forj=1,...,p,ify]—g,2a, thensetq,=0andIetthisj6./,. »

[12] Forj= 1,... ,p— l, iföjza,
pg j•L j+I•L

·then set §(u,,v,, - u,,,,y,,+,) + §;v,,x,/ —
E

v,,,,x,,+, = 0 and let thxsj 6 I,

[13] Forj= l,...,p— 1, ifqjza ,
pn j•L j+l-L

·then set §(r;,y,, — r;,,,y,,,,) + Äs,,.x,, ·- Ä
:,,,,1:,],, = 0 and let thxsj 6 I,

Now, let .I,, Ä, Ä, Ä, Ä and Ä be the complements o1'J,, J,,.I,,J,, I, and I,, respcctively. Then we

can set up the primal problem in the reduced space as follows.

Maximize Z_ cayu + Z_ c§,x,, + Zjjw, + Xgq,
(IJ)! J, U•*)l J: ll J3 jl J‘

Subject to Z y,,+ w, = b, i6 Ä
xx/.o• 7,

NJW J}

lZj+L2(j,*)l J2 I'.(l,[)l J, l$j—L:(lJ)l J2

*2J+l-¤(/J)! J} NJW J} IS/•l-JUJW J3

2 _“¤,;Vu ' Z _“¢;+1.Y1;+t+ E _V1«;xn; ’ E _V1«;+1xa;+1= 0 6 In
l:(lJ)! J, wJ+n• J, Ag·L:uJ)• J, &g+t~1.:u«,1+m J,

E _“uYu ' E
_“1;+t}’u+t+

2 _VA;xn; ' E _VA}+xxkj+1 S 0 6 Ä
arme J, l:(lJ+I)• J, tg-uam J, kg+t—L:u:4+1>• J,

E _'};Yq " Z _’l;+1}’q+1 + E _·‘a;xnj " E _stj+1xkj+l = 0 6 I2
l:(l4)• J, I:(l,j+l)• J, kg}-L:(lJ)• J, t5j+1—L:(t,j+l)• J,

E _'°uYq ‘ 2 _'};+1}’:;+1 + E _sk}xhj * E _sA·j+1xhj+1S 0 6
J, i:(lJ+1)| J, ag—1,.·u,n• J, J,
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0*.x„w„<1) 2 0

Denoting the vector of surviving variables as

z' = (y„ for (i,/) 6 Ä, 1:,,, for (i,k) 6 Ä, w, for iE Ä, qj forj 6 Ä),

we can abbreviate the above problem using obvious notation as follows.

Maxirnize P • z' _
Subject to g,(z') 5 0 for r = I, ,R [I4]

h,,(z’)=0 fork= 1,...,K [I5]

z' 2 0

where g,(z') 5 0 for r = l, ,R and h,,(z') = 0 for k = l, ,K respectively represent the reduced set

of inequalities and the equalities in the problem. Note that R = IÄI + IÄI and

K= m +p+ II,| + II,| . Correspondingly, let us rename the dual solution (¢>°, y', 6°, rf) as

aj for r= l, ,R, and ßj, for k = l, ,K, associated with the constraints [14] and [I5], respectively.

We now construct a primal penalty function for this problem as in Sherali and Ulular (I988).
This function will then be maximized using a conjugate subgradient algorithm similar to the
procedure DDP above. Note that because of the use of the complementary slackness conditions,

optimal and feasible solutions act in concert here.

The proposed penalty function is jven below. ‘ i

1 " , ¤Z 1 *
¤Z’

_ K
· 1 K

- Eßihdz') — g ZpJ¤2(=’)
k¤I A'-!
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11 x ‘— ;u„m¤>¤{g„(z’).0} - Em!/¤„(Z'>| .

where the penalty parameters p, for r = 1, ,R and p, for k = 1, ,K are given by

. ;4,=a:+;12 f0I‘f=1,...,R

and
p,=ß§+p2 fork= 1,... ,K

and where each of p2 for r= 1, , R and p2 for k = 1, , K is initialized at one, and is doubled

every 10-20 iterations if the incumbent solution violates the corresponding constraint by more than

a specified tolerance 1- > 0 .

We now state the conjugate subgradient algorithm for maximizing j(z’) over z' 2 0. For this
purpose, note that a subgradient ofjl •) at z' is given as folfows.

. * ¤Z ‘ .C = F - ;u„¤¤¤¤¤{s,(Z’) +j • 0}Vg„(¤’) - §(ß« + pi/u(Z'))Vh„(Z')

— E I-„V8„(Z’) ·· E mVhI(Z’) + E mV/=„(Z’)
r:g,(/)>0 k.h'(()>0 kJ·(;')<0

where F is the coefficient vector associated with the objective function in the reduced space; g,(z’)

is the r*" constraint in equation [14]; Vg,(z') is the subgradient associated with g,(z’); h„(z’) is the

k"- constraint in equation [15]; and Vh,,(z’) is the subgradient associated with h,,(z’).

The major steps for the conjugate subgradient algorithm are given below.

. Put iteration counter k = 1, z’*
= z", and UB = L(¤°). Compute _/(z’*) and a

subgradient C" ofjl •) at z' = z"‘. Set the incumbent v' =](z’*), z" = z"', C' = C". If
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E max'{0, C;} < 6, stop. Select parameters, N = 200, 7 = 5, E = 2. Put the consecutive failure
1
counter z= 0.

Step 1 . Ifk ¢ 1, 75, or 150, go to Step 2. Otherwise, put t= 0, z"' =Ä z’°,C* = C', and compute—
UB — ' — —

1,, = Set D" = C* = C', replace ß by ß/2 and go to Step 5.

Step 2 . Compute j(z’*) and a subgadient C" of/( •) at z’* . lf[ E max'{0, Cj} + E (Cj)'] < 6,
, ‘::'* =0 ':z"' >0

then stop with z'* as (near) optimal. 1ff(z’*) > v', put v' =/(z"), = z’*, C' = C",
zj=!0

and go to
Step 4. Else, proceed to Step 3.

2Step 3 . Replace tby t+ 1. If !<V, go to Step 4. Otherwise, put t= 0,11,, = -%,

z"' = z", C" = C',D* = C' and go to Step 5.

A
Step 4 . Put J., = ).,_,, D" = C" + Dj"'. Proceed to Step 5.

Step 5 . Compute z’}*'
= max{0, z'} + .1,,D}} for all j and Dj = (z"'*' — z") = actual direction of

motion. lncrement k by one. lf k > N, stop. Else, retum to Step 1.
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· Chapter VI

In this chapter, computational experience is presented with Algorithm LPA and the revised

simplex method for the Model lI·Form I problems, and with the Dantzig·Wo1fe (D·W) algorithm,

the Primal·Dual Conjugate Subgradient Algorithm (PDCSA) and the revised simplex algorithm for

the general Model Il·Form 3 problems. 'The computer source codes for Algorithm LPA, the D-W

algorithm, and PDCSA are written in FORTRAN 77 and run on an IBM 3090 mainframe system.

The Mathematical Programming System (MPS III) software library is used to run the revised

simplex algorithm. The overall computational performance for Algorithm LPA and for the D-W

algorithm and PDCSA are compared with that for the standard linear programming package, MPS

lll, for the respective problems.

TEST PROBLEMS

The test problems are generated using the yield equation (Clutter et al. 1983)
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Y, = l00(l - e·°·°")* for tz 10 „
l

where t is the stand age in years and Y, is the merchantable volume at age z in cunits per acre. One

cunit is about 3 cubic feet. The stumpage price is assumed to be $25 per cunit throughout the
planning horizon. The interest rate is assumed to be 5 percent annually. This yield equation is used
to estirnate the cunits per acre in each cutting period when cutting units are harvested. The value
of cunits per acre is then assigned to the coefficients of the non·dec1ining harvest volume
constraints. The revenue per acre for each cutting period is the product of the cunits per acre times
the stumpage price. The value of revenue per acre is assigned to the coeflicients of the cash flow
constraints. The interest rate is used to generate the net present value for the coefficients of the
objective function. The problem size depends on the length of the planning period and the number

of initial strata considered. The descriptors for the test problems are shown in Table 3. The
number of network constraints (NC) equals the total number of area constraints. The number of

side constraints (SC) equals the total number of non·area constraints. For the a·type problems, the
side constraints involve only the non·declining harvest volume constraints and for the b·type
problems, both the non·dec1ining harvest volume and the cash flow constraints are included. So
the b·type problems have twice the number of side constraints as the a·type problems. For

problems l and 2, we fix the number of initial strata and vary the number of planning periods.

For problems 3, 4 and S or problems 6 and 7, we fix the number of planning periods and vary the
number of initial strata. The aim is to exarnine the effect of these variations on the overall ·
computational effort.

- COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH ALGORITHM LPA

Algorithrn LPA can be used to solve harvest scheduling problems involving only the network
area constraints. This is the first step in finding a solution to the Model lI·Form 3 problems. This

solution provides a maximum likelihood solution for the harvest scheduling problem, and can be
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Table 3. Harvest scbeduling problems tested.

Problem No. p m L Var NC SC

la 8 2 5 32 10 7
lb 8 2 5 32 10 14
2a 16 2 5 116 18 15
2b 16 2 5 116 18 '30

3a 10 10 3 148 20 9
3b 10 10 3 148 ' 20 18
4a 10 15 3 203 25 9
4b 10 15 3 203 25 18
5a 10 20 3 258 30 9
5b 10 20 3 258 30 18
6a 20 10 5 350 - 30 19
6b 20 10 5 350 30 38
7a 20 15 ' 5 455 35 19
7b 20 15 5 455 35 38

p = number of planning periods.
2

m = number of initial strara.
L = regeneration lag.
Var = number of decision variables.
NC = number of network constraints.
SC = number of side constraints.
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useful for decision making. For instance, it indicates the loss in objective function value due to-
imposed side constraints. An illustrative example for Algorithm LPA is presented below for a
simple problem.

l

Example. A harvest scheduling problem with p = 5, m = 2 and L = 3 is shown below.

Max 997y,, + 926y,, + 820y,, + 551y,, + 590y,, + 1180y,, +
l047y„ + 898y„ + 754y,, + 622y,, + 262x,, + 295x,, +
205x„ + 710w, + 742w, + 415q, + 325q, + 234q, + 156q, + 125q,

S. T. y,, +y,, +y„ +y,, +y,, + w, = 90

Y1: +Y11 +Y1.1 +Y1• +Y1s + W1 = 65
—y„ —y„ +x,,+x,,+q, =0
—y„-y¤+x„ + 41 = 0

"'Y:s"Y¤'x:s'x¤+qs=0 ·
}'20,x20,w20,q2O

The following steps give the optimal dual solution associated with the network area constraints.

(i) Forj=p-L+ 1,... ,p,

7, = 234
7, = 156

vs = ~
I

(ii)Forj=p-L,...,l, ‘

7, = max{205 + 125, 325} = 330

Y1 = max{262 + 156, 295 + 125, 415} = 420

(iii) For i= 1,... ,m,
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I
¢, = max{997 + 420, 926 + 330, 820 + 234, 551 + 156, 590 + 125, 710}

= 1417

¢>, = max{1 180 + 420, 1047 + 330, 898 + 234, 754 + 156, 622 + 125, 742}

= 1600

The optimal primal solution is then given below.

(iv) For i= l, , m,
l

¢, = 1417 irnplies yu = 90

¢>, = 1600 irnplies y,, = 65

(v) Forj= 1, ,p,
l

7, = 420 irnplies 1:,, = 155

7, = 330 implies x,, = 0

7, = 234 irnplies q, = 0

7, = 156 irnplies q, = 0

7, = 125 implies q, = 155
l

and other variables are zeros.

The source code for Algorithm LPA solves the Model l1·Fom1 1 problems in closed form. The

storage requirement is (pm +Zi}-ä" + m + p + m). Only the coellicients in the objective function

and the right·hand·side values need to be stored. lt can be expected that the computational time
and storage requirements are dramatically reduced when the problem is large. Computational

results using LPA and MPS 111 are shown in Table 4. The number of iterations for MPS III

increases steadily with problem size, and so does the computational time. The computational time

for LPA is negligible even for the larger sized test problems. .
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Table 4. Computational results for Algorithm LPA and MPS 111 respectively.

Problem No. l Number of iterations CPU time in seconds

LPA MPS lll LPA MPS III

l 1 I5 0.00 0.18
2 1 44 0.00 0.30
3 1 57 0.00 0.36
4 l 72 0.00 0.42
5 l 89 0.00 0.48
6 1 94 0.00 0.54
7 1 108 0.00 0.72
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COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE D·W ALGORITHM

The implementation of the D-W algorithm takes advantage of Algorithm LPA in the subproblem

step and uses the revised simplex method to solve the master problems. The D·W algorithm is

assumed to have converged when the gap between the upper bound value and the lower bound
· value is within a specified percentage tolerance. For each problem solved, we report the total

number of major iterations, the number of degenerate pivots, the number of binding side
constraints, and the computational Central Processing Unit (CPU) time for the D·W algorithm.

A pivot is defined here to be 'degenerate' when the lower bound value does not change during the

master problem step. The computational results obtained for the D-W algorithm are shown in
Table 5 and Table 6. The computational results obtained using MPS Ill are shown in Table 7.

The computational time and the number of iterations for the D·W algorithm depend on the
optimality toleranee selected, that is, the admissible gap between the upper bound value and the
lower bound value. When a l percent accuracy toleranee is used, the computational time and the
number of iterations are much smaller than those using MPS lll for the larger sized a·type
problems, and are smaller for most of the b·type problems. For problems 3b, 4b and Sb, the

number of iterations are respectively 86, 76 and 94 for the D·W algorithm, but 151, 196 and 234
using MPS lll. For problems 6b and 7b, the number of iterations are respectively 358 and 462 for

the D-W algorithm, but 615 and 595 using MPS lll. So, the D·W algorithm takes significantly
fewer iterations than does MPS III for the same a·type problems, and for most of the b·type
problems. While the computational time for the D·W algorithm is also smaller, the difference is

not practically significant for the size of problems solved. However, for significantly larger
problems, and for problems having multiple species which result in multiple diagonal blocks, the

overall computational advantage of the D·W algorithm over MPS III is likely to become significant.

In this study, we did not run larger problems because of the difficulty of manually inputting the

data. However, the trend for the results with an increase in problem size is evident from our
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Table 5. Computational results for the D•W algorithm using 5 pcrcent tolcrance.

Problem No. ITER CPU time NDP NBSC ACC

la 8 0.00 6 7 0.8
lb 22 0.01 19 3 0.1
2a 27 0.06 14 15 2.2
2b 30 0.11 16 15 1.9
3a 24 0.03 9 10 1.9
3b 52 0.13 19 16 0.8
4a 31 0.06 11 10 2.1
4b 45 0.15 20 16 2.1
5a 20 0.05 7 10 2.9
5b 48 0.21 15 16 1.3
6a - 56 0.44 18 20 1.3
6b 220 3.07 84 38 1.5
7a 56 0.64 18 19 1.5 U

7b 176 3.66 61 38 2.1

ITER = number of iterations.
NDP = number of degenerate pivots.
NBSC = number of binding side constraints.
ACC = percent accuracy of the best solution found.
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Table 6. Computational results for the D·W algorithm using 1 percent tolerance.

Problem No. 1TER CPU time NDP NBSC ACC

1a 14 0.00 6 8 0.03
lb 24 0.01 21 3 0.03
2a 49 0.10 14 16 0.14

” 2b 69 0.27 19 17 0.11
3a 34 0.05 9 10 0.56
3b 86 0.22 19 16 0.37
4a 48 0.09 11 10 0.42
4b 76 0.26 20 16 0.51
Sa 44 0.10 7 10 0.37
Sb 94 0.40 20 16 0.37
6a 100 0.75 18 20 0.32
6b 358 4.81 84 38 0.30
7a 100 1.09 18 20 0.38
7b 462 9.09 61 38 0.29

ITER = number of iterations.
NDP = number of degenerate pivots. °

NBSC = number of binding side constraints.
ACC = percent accuracy of the best solution found. _

Ä _.
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Table 7. Computational results for MPS lll.

Problem No. Number of iterations CPU time in seconds

la 32 0.24
lb 42 0.24

2a 102 0.60
2b ‘ 118 0.72
3a 145 0.78
3b 151 0.84
4a 150 0.90
4b 196 1.14

Sa
1

203 1.14
Sb 234 1.38

6a 306 1.92
6b 615 5.16
7a 281 1.80
7b 595 5.40
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computations, as well as from the expected performance of the simplex algorithm used in MPS III,
and as used for solving the master problems in the D·W algorithm.

Berck and Bible’s (1984) results showed that the D·W algorithm took only half of the
computational time using the simplex algorithm. Part of the reason for this is that they used

multiple species which decomposed the problem into multiple separable subproblems for the D·W
algorithm.

When a 5 percent accuracy tolerance is used, the computational time and the number of iterations
are smaller using the D·W algorithm than using MPS Ill, for both the a·type and the b·type
problems. For problems 3, 4 and 5, the D·W algorithm needs no more than 60 iterations to reach
optirnality, while the revised simplex method needs more than 145 iterations. Also, the CPU time
is smaller for the D·W algorithm.

When a 0.1 percent accuracy tolerance is used for problem 6a, 6b, 7a and 7b, the number of
iterations are respectively 186, 914, 283, and 1232 for the D·W algorithm. The CPU times for these
problems are respectively 1.45, 12.81, 3.20 and 25.81 seconds. This suggests that the D-W

algorithm needs many more iterations and results in a signilicant increase in computational effort

over MPS lll if a very small accuracy tolerance is imposed. Note that the actual accuracy of the
solutions determined, when a maximum limit of 1 percent or 5 percent is imposed, is signilicantly
below these imposed limits. Table S and Table 6 show that the percent accuracy of the best
solution found varies from 0.8 to 2.9 percent of the true optimum value for the 5 percent accuracy
tolerance, and from 0.03 to 0.56 percent for the 1 percent accuracy tolerance. .

Comparison of total iterations for the 1 percent tolerance and the 5 percent tolerance runs
suggests that the D·W algorithm makes rapid progress in the initial iterations. For example, the
ratios of total iterations using a 5 percent tolerance to those using a 1 percent tolerance for problems
3, 4 and 5 range from 0.5 to 0.7, and for problem 7b, the D·W algorithm takes only 176 iterations ·
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to reach within 5 percent of the optimum value, but takes 462 iterations to reach within l percent
of this value. This implies that although the D·W algorithm makes rapid advances in the initial

iterations, it has a very slow asymptotic convergence rate in the final iterations.

When the number of initial strata is fixed, increasing the number of side constraints significantly
increases the computational effort for the D·W algorithm but does not significantly increase the

i
computational effort for the revised sirnplex method. Statistically, the computational time for the

general simplex method is approxirnately proportional to the number of constraints raised to 2.5

to 3.0. When the number of side constraints is fixed, increasing initial strata does not significantly
increase the computational effort for the D·W algorithm but significantly increases the ‘

computational effort for the revised simplex method. So the D-W algorithm is greatly afiected by
the number of side constraints, while the revised simplex method is greatly affected by the number

of initial strata.

The number of degenerate pivots is almost the same for both the l percent and the 5 percent -
accuracy tolerances, and these occur mainly in the initial stages of the algorithm. For the large sized

I
test problems, the side constraints are almost all binding for both the a·type and b·type problems.

For the small sized b·type problems, some of the side constraints are non-binding.

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH ALGORITHM PDCSA

This section gives the results of running Algorithm PDCSA on the general Model ll problems.
Algorithm PDCSA is assumed to have converged When the dual objective value or the primal
objective value fails to improve within 20 consecutive iterations, the algorithm terminates with the
incumbent solution as near optimal. The maximum number of iterations for both the Dual

Descent Procedure and the Primal Penalty Function Maximization is 200. For each problem
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solved, we report the dual objective value, the primal objective value, the CPU time in seconds,
and the optimum value, obtained via MPS lll.

Table 8 gives the computational results for the test problems. Computational results show that
if the number of side constraints is doubled, the CPU time increases three to six times. lf the
number of side constraints is fixed, increasing the number of decision variables does not significantly
increase the computational effort. This implies that Algorithm PDCSA is greatly affected by the
number of side constraints but not significantly influenced by the number of decision variables.
The computational time is smaller for the a·type problems but larger for the b·type problems,
compared with those using MPS Ill. Also, the gap between the dual objective value and the primal
objective value is large for most of the b·type problems. This duality gap might reduce if scaling
strategies and suitable step·sized and projection strategies are used, as in Sherali and Ulular (1988).

COMPARISON OF STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

The storage requirement for the D·W algorithm is far less than that for the revised simplex
method. Only the coefficients in the objective function, the side constraints, and the right·hand·side
values need to be stored. Additionally, when implementing the revised simplex method to solve the
master problems, we also need storage for the working basis and the entering column. The total
storage requirement for the D·W algorithm is given below.

-1.
STORAGE(D — W) = (pm

+,2
2 )(p,, +2)+ 4(m +p) + (p,, +2)+ (p, +2)*

_ j•I t¤j+L

where p„ is the number of the side constraints. For the revised simplex method, all the coefficients
in the objective function, the network constraints, the side constraints, and the right~hand~side
values need to be stored. Also, we need additional storage for the working basis and the entering
column. The storage requirement for the revised simplex method is given below.
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Table 8. Computational results for PDCSA.

°‘
iipsgcoigclz

la 264807 1.002 85 0.999 0/ 17 94 0.1

1b 228725 1.171 85 0.958 0/24 94 0.6

2a 198370 1.046 84 0.970 0/33 94 0.6

2b 198370 1.046 84 0.970 0/48 94 1.8
3a 495495 1.034 85 0.981 0/29 94 0.4

3b 445614 1.230 89 0.926 9/38 200 1.6

4a 893258 1.009
T

90 0.993 0/34 94 0.6

4b 678404 1.021 94 0.993 9/43 156 2.0

5a 135788 1.007 93 0.994 0/39 94 0.7

5b 1 1 15330 1.124 88 0.968 9/48 200 2.6

6a 545051 1.144 94 0.973 0/49 94 1.8

6b 536782 1.181 94 0.953 19/68 200 8.0
' 7a 874016 1.103 90 0.942 0/54 94 2.9

7b 781291 1.184 93 0.911 21/73 200 12.0

Avcragc infcas. = Total infcas./Total No. of coustraints.

l
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-1.
STORAGE(R$) = (pm +

PZ
é )(p + m +p„ +1) + (m +p)(p,, +3)+ (p,, +2)*

j¤1 k=j•-L

For the Primal·Dual Conjugate Subgradient Algorithm, the coefficients in the objective function,

the side constraints and the right·hand·side values need to be stored. Also, we need more storage

for the subgradient vector, the direction vector, and the actual previous direction vector. The

storage requirement for the Primal·Dual Conjugate Subgradient Algorithrn is given below.

rl- n
STORA GE(PDCSA) = (pm + 2 X )(p,, +4)+ 4(m + p) ‘

j=•l h•j+L

The relative storage requirements for these three competitive methods are shown in Table 9 for

the test problems of Table 3. For most of the test problems, the D·W algorithm and the

Primal·Dua1 Conjugate Subgradient Algorithm need no more than half of the storage required for
the revised simplex method. If the number of side constraints is relatively small, the relative storage

requirements for the D·W algorithm and the Primal·Dual Conjugate Subgradient Algorithm

become smaller.
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Table 9. L1;)äkfvsnsitegßgäsräouiremenß of the test problems for the revised simplex method, the D·W

Problem No. Simplex D·W PDCSA

la 1.0 0.57 0.49
lb 1.0 0.68 , 0.45
2a 1.0 0.52 0.49
2b 1.0 0.66 0.53
3a 1.0 0.39 0.417
3b 1.0 0.52 0.49
4a 1.0 0.33 0.36
4b 1.0 0.52 0.51
Sa 1.0 0.29 0.32
Sb 1.0 0.42 0.42

l
6a 1.0 0.43 0.43

V _ 6b 1.0 0.58 0.54
7a 1.0 0.39 0.40
7b 1.0 0.58 0.56
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VII «

CONCLUSIONS

This study has examined problem formulation, structure exploitation and the design of
P

specialized algorithms for solving general harvest scheduling problems. We show that Model
l·Form 1 and Model 11-Form l possess a network structure. In Model I-Form l, the network
constraints form a separable block diagonal structure, which permits one to solve for the decisioni
variables belonging to each individual area constraints independently as a knapsack problem. In
Model 11-Form l, the Longest Path ßlgorithm (LPA) is developed and coded to solve the problem.

This algorithm can solve these problems in closed form, with a negligible amount of effort and with

a minimal storage requirement. Hence, it is clearly superior to the revised simplex method.

The Dantzig·Wolfe (D-W) algorithm is coded and tuned to solve general Model ll problems,
”

taking advantage of Algorithm LPA and using the revised simplex method to solve the master
problems. Results show that the D-W algorithm using a 1-5 percent accuracy tolerance gives a

{DOW eflicient algorithm than the revised simplex method for solving the general Model Il problems,
and the actual accuracy of the solutions determined is typically within one·half of the imposed

tolerance. The problems tested also show that the D·W algorithm is greatly affected by the number
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of side constraints, while the revised simplex method is greatly affected by the number of initial
strata.

Comparison of the computational results using different accuracy tolerances suggests that the
D-W algorithm has a slow asymptotic convergence rate in the final iterations, but makes good
progress in the initial iterations. The storage requirement for the D-W algorithm is far less than that
for the revised simplex method. V

The Primal·Dual Conjugate Subgradient Algorithm is coded and tuned to solve general Model
ll problems. Results show that the computational time of this algorithm is greatly affected by the

number of side constraints. For the a-type problems, Algorithm PDCSA can give a more efficient
algorithm than the revised simplex method. However, the duality gap is large for most of the test
problems. Additional strategies are recommended by Sherali and Ulular (1988) can be applied to

reduce this duality gap. Altematively, one can use a finitely convergent Augmented Lagrangian
penalty approach for this problem as described by Bertsekas (1982), for example. ln this context,
if one has multiple diagonal blocks whose separable structures are advantageous to exploit, as in
our case, the newly proposed technique of Ruszczynski (1989) may be used.

For most harvest scheduling problems, there are usually a large number of decision variables and

few side constraints. If the optirnality tolerance is suitably selected, then the D·W algorithm is

superior to the revised simplex method for large·scale problems in terms of both computational
time and storage requirement. When the available storage is limited, or when the problem size is

very large, and when the number of side constraints are relatively small, and there are multiple

species or diagonal blocks in the model, then the D·W algorithm would be significantly better than
a standard linear programming package for solving such harvest scheduling problems.

Recently, several other methods for solving large·scale linear programming problems have been
l

developed. Among these methods, those that can take advantage of Algorithm LPA are good
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candidates for solving large·sca1e harvest scheduling problems. For example, results from
Karmarkar’s (1984) projcction algorithrn, Poliak and Tretiakov’s (1974) Largrangian penalty
function method, Korpe1evich’s (1977) extragradient method, and Shang Yi's (1987) saddle surface
algorithm show that these methods might provide more efficient algorithms than the rcvised
simplex method. So, future research may investigate the application of these methods to solve
1arge·sca1e harvest scheduling problems.
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